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In the Matter of ) 'DobSt No. 50-382
Louisiana Power and Light Company ) (OL)f

) '

)
(Waterford Steam Electric Station ) ~'~

Unit 3) )

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN J. HARRISON, JR., IN
RESPONSE TO JOINT INTERVENORS' MOTION TO RE0 PEN HEARINGS -

I, John J. Harrison, Jr., depose and say:

1. I am the Chief, Engineering Branch, within the Division of Reactor Safety,
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region III. My Professional
Qualifications are attached. This affidavit is submitted in response to
Joint Intervenors' motion to reopen this proceeding, dated November 8, 1984.

2. I have been the QA team leader assigned to the Waterford Task Force from
March 1984 to the present. From November 13, 1984, to the present, part
of my responsibilities have been to review or have reviewed under my
supervision certain allegations submitted as part of Joint Intervenors'
motion (motiori) to reopen these hearings.

3. I have reviewed or supervised the review of the motion and the exhibits
and affidavits attached to the motion,
theattachedAllegationResponseMatrix.greviewresultsaredenotedonThe notations identified as
A-XX refers to the allegation number of similar allegations that were
previously discussed in NUREG-0787, Supplemenit No. 7, dated September
1984 Waterford Steam Electric Station No. 3, Safety Evaluation Report.
The notations, in the Matrix, identified the substance of each allegation:
as being previously addressed in SSER No. 7; as being too vague to
evaluate; as not being a requirement; as not within the staff's purview;
being within 01's purview; as believed to have been evaluated by another
NRC task force team, Region IV or the NRC Construction Assessment Team;
or as reviewed by the NRC staff as one of 23 issues as denoted in the NRC
letter dated June 13, 1984, from Mr. D. G. Eisenhut to Mr. J. M. Cain,
LP&L, with results being documented in SSER No. 9. I also reviewed the
Louisiana Power and Light Company (LP&L) response dated November 30,
1984, to the motion, and believe that the LP&L response is generally
adequate as it related to the specific issues identified in the attached
matrix that were within the QA team scope of review.

If Attached as Enclosure I to this affidavit.
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4. I hereby certify that the statet.ents contained herein are true and
correct to .the best of my knowledge and t elief.

y% bW~

$
John J. Harrison, Jr.

Subscribed and sworn before me
this /76 day of December 1984

kOh- ~

Notary Public ''

My Commission Expires: J f!Plo
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JOHN J. HARRIS 0N

fptement of Professional Qualifications

My name is John J. Harrison, Jr. I was born September 11, 1940 at
Suffolk, Virginia. I am employed by the Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC)
as the Chief. Engineering Branch, Division of Reactor Safety.

I graduated from Newport News Shipbuilding Apprentice School in 1968
Mith an Associate Degree in Marine Engineering.

I have worked for the N'RC since September,1978 and have been in nty
current position since November,1984.

From April,1983 until Novemtci ,1984 I was assigned as the Chief of the
Midland Section in the Division of Reactor Projects and the Office of
Special Cases. My duties included rupervising, planning, and scheduling -

inspections related to the Midland Nuclear Plant. A large part of my
effort was to review, approve, and assure compliance by the applicant
of a 100 per cent reinspection program of site construction and
inspection.

From March,1984 until December,1984 I also participated as a QA Team
Leader on the NRC Waterford Task Force. The task force charter was to
review a large number of allegations, to identify any problems detected
and review the corrective actions taken by the applicant, including
reviewing the reinspection program and its results.

From December,1979 until April,1983, I was assigned as the Senior
Resident Inspector at the Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station in
southern Indiana. My duties included planning, supervising, and conducting
NRC inspections and investigations of construction activities at the site
to determine whether the licensee is complying with the provisions of the
construction permit.

From September,1978 to December,1979, I was assigned as a Regional Based
Reactor Inspector in the Engineering Support Section as a mechanical,
welding, nondestructive testing and quality assurance specialist. In
this capacity I reviewed reactors under construction and operating plant
modifications in specialized areas, 4 icluding inservice and preservice
inspection.

From September, 1973 to September, 1978, I was employed by Townsend and
Bottom Engineering Company based in Ann Arbor, Michigan as a Quality
Control Engineer. My duties included the corporate and project written
manuals and procedures, planning, auditing, specification review, evaluating
inspection and test data, and a member of the Material Review Board. I
was qualified Level III to ANSI N45.2.6 and to Nondestructive Examination
to SNT-TC-1A, Lead Aaditor, and was a Company Radiation Safety Officer.
I worked on various nuclear and fossil projects.
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Statement of Professional -2- John J. Harrison,

Qualifications
,

From March,1963 to September,1973 I was employed at Newport News Ship-
building in various assignments primarily as an inspector, quality

i engineer, quality auditor, (vendor and internal), and other quality
functions. I also worked as a mechanical test engineer. All my
involvement at Newport News was in the Naval Nuclear Program.

From March,1959 to March,1963 I was on active duty in the United States
Marine Corps.

_
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Enclosure I to Attachment 2.

.

ALLEGATION RESPONSE MATRIX

QA Issues

Allegation No. Reference for NRC Treatment of Allegation with Coments*

A(1)(a)(1) A-229
A- 48
A-306g

A(1)(a)(ii) Too vague

A(1)(a)(iii) Same as A(1)(a)(1)
~

A(1)(b) A-48

A(1)(c) A-01 through A-347
A-01, 02, 28
Issues, 1, 10 & 20
NRC letter to LP&L

6/13/84

A(1)(d) A-215
Words "not tested on-
site": not required
per ASME or Ah3 Codes

Description of alledged
deficient weld inspection
is acceptable per Sec-
tion IX, QW-452.3
QW-463.2

A-33 For some arc strikes.
A-232 Words " circumvented

the QC program":
need specifics --
too vague

A(1)(e) Vague

A(1)(f) Too vague
Licensee response
acceptable

* Coments in quotes were taken from joint intervenors' motion. Coments
without quotes represent the views of the NRC QA team concerning that issue.
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1Allegation No.

A(1)(h) A-48

A(1)(1) A-18 for audits -
To some degree A-165
Issue 5
NRC letter to LP&L
6/13/84

A(1)(j),A(1)(k) A-48 for MAC Report
Otherwise too vague

A(1)(1) A-01, 02, 28
-

;

A-48

(A)(1)(m) A-215,

" instrumentation men was a plumber without
fomal nuclear training."
Some instrumentation tubing problems very
similar to plumbing.
Too vague.
Need specifics.

A-215
"the test wasn't hard enough to prove the skills
needed for the job. Second, out of a ten inch
weld, the inspector would only check at four
points by cutting out the straps from four
spots on the weld coupon. These were
destructive tests, but the weld inspector did
not conduct X-rays or other non-destructive
tests besides visual test:. This meant that,

most of the weld on the test coupon was not
examined and unqulified welders slipped
thorugh. around 1980, x-ra
of the weld test booth program."ys were part
This is OK per ASME Section IX. (Sameissue
as A(1)(d))

A(1)(m) A-58
Too vague - need specifics

A(1)(o) "LP&L provided no QC coverage for work done on
the night shift for most of the construction of
Waterford 3."
"Ebasco in 1982, they did not have any QC for
the night shift."

No requirement exists for this.
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Allegation No.

.

" Mercury only had one or two QC inspectors at
night for crews of 10 or 12 men each."

Excellent ratio 1:5, 1:6
A(1)(p) A-33

A-48

A(2)(b) A-48(audits)-
Licensee's response is adequate

A(2)(c) A-48'

Numerous locations in SSER 7 -

A(2)(d) Standard practice: " Whip restraints
and temporary hangers were installed first."
A-32, 50, 83, 121

As-Built OK Per A-32
A-187
A-230

A(2)(e) Same as A(2)(d)

As-builts OK
A-32
A-187
A-230

A(2)(f) NCRs were reviewed as Part of
3 A-33
| A-232

Calculations reviewed as part of
Issue-6
A-33
A-232

A(3)(a) A-165
SSER #9

'

A(3)(b) A-48
In part
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Allegation No.

A(3)(c) A-35
A-143
A-188
A-279
A-308

A(3)(d) A-134
" Nasty Grams"
" Exhibit 30 - personnel
issues - not safety issue

A(3)(e) Training was also reviewd as a part
,

of A-6, 09, 294, and other allegations.

A(3)(f) A-48
A-165
SSER #9 - response to Issue 5.

A(3)(g) A-48
In part
Licensee resoonse is correct / adequate.

A(3)(h) "using a suitable computer"
Not a Regulatory Requirement.
Agreed with LP&L response.

A(3)(1) Agree with LP&L response.

A(4)(a) Const records.
A-35
A-143
A-188
A-279
A-308

A(4)(c) These " Administrative procedures"
Generally not within NRC purview
Also -- too vague.

A(4)(d) A-35
A-143
A-188
A-279
A-308

A(4)(e) " channel steel which does not permit
thernal expansion."
Not a true statement.

_ . . . . . _ . _ , . . . . . . _ .
_ .. .. ___
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Allegation No.

Hanger design is the consideration.

As-built OK
A-32
A-181
A-230

" Temporary hangers ...
safety-related and
should be QC-inspected."
Not correct - procedure to attach and
remove is all that is necessary. -

A(6)(a) LP&L Response is adequate.

A(6)(b) NCR's
A-33
A-232

Issue 6
Mech /Struct. team

A(6)(c) A-33
A-232
A-215
A-168

A(7)(a) A-215
For record review see A(3)(d)

"such as undersized weld shoulders"
Term not identified in AWS/ASME Codes

A(7)(b) .A-215

A(7)(c) A-33
A-232
A-215

A(7)(d) A-33
A-232
A-215

A(7)(e) "two million feet of tubing for the
containment" - Impossible value.
A-39
A-42
Staff agrees with LP&L response (as amended
on December 18,1984).

.
.

. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . .
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Allegation No.

" Main tie-ins on the floor drains"
Not safety related.

"These were stainless steel welds, which all
require the use of argon that helps purge the
oxygen during the welding. If the argon isn't
inside the pipe, the welds become " sugared"
from the oxygen and will fail. Here we were
losing the argon, because the 6,.x wasn't
properly controlled. We would plug the lines
to maintain the argon in the piping. But that
leads to water backing up in other areas, and
in many cases, the laboreres in affected areas -
pulled the plugs. As a result, the argon
would escpae and water got in."

Purging is not mandatory per Section IX for
" socket welds."

"In the test booth, I had consistent problems
with " sugaring," which occurred unless there
were long delays to let the line cool down

-

before continuing the weld. You'd have to
just weld a quarter of the diameter and wait
for over a half hour in the test booth. We
solved the problem by cooling the weld down
with a wet rag. But they did not do that in
the field, and I know from personal observa-
tion that the welds were not Jone a quarter
of the diameter at a time. The welders did
not have time to wait."

Heat input is not the controlling factor.

A(7)(f) Staff agrees with LP&L response.
OK per ASME Code and acceptable contractor
procedures.

A(8)(a) SameasA(1)(o)

A-48 in part

"were sitting in their office reading
Playboy magazine" -
LP&L/ contractor administrative actions needed
to resolve if true.
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Allegation No.

Too vague.

Same as A(1)(o). That is a good ratio.

A(8)(d) A-33
Issue 6
A-07
A-117
A-172
A-286
A-58

-

A(8)(e) A-33
A-232
A-35
A-183(a)
A-197
A-308
A-01,
A-02,
A-28

A(9)(a) A-33

A(9)(b) A-33, A-58

A(9)(c) A-33
A-58

A(10)(a) A-05, A-49, A-53, A-93

A(19)(b) A-33
A-232

A(10)(c) A-302
Issue 4

A-33
A-232

Issue 6

A(10)(d) A-33
A-232
A-48

A(10)(e) A-33
A-48

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . . . _ . _ _ . . . . . _ . . . . . . .
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Allegation No.

A(10)(f) A-33
A-232

-

A(10)(g) A-48

A(10(h) A-48
A-229
A-306g

A(11)(a) A-35
A-143

-

A-188
A-2294

A-308
-

Records review, including index

, A(11)(b) A-48
!

In part
agree w/LP&L response

A(11)(c) A-35
A-143
A-188,

A-229
A-308

A(11)(d) A-48
A-165
A-253
SameasA(3)(c)

'

A(12)(a) A-48

A(12)(b) A-48

A(12)(c) A-48,

B(1) See SSER #9

B(3)(d) A-33
Issue 6

B(3)(e) A-215
A-01, A-02 A-28

B(4) A-48

B(5) A-484

i

. . - - . - . _ . _ _ . . . . . , - - _ . . _ . . _ _ - , . . . - _ . _ - . _ _ ,.m-_._ . _ _ . ,. ._-~ _ _____ ,__,___ _ _ _ _.-~.. , _ ._
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Allegation No.

D(2) "This is the same rquirement
imposed on the utilities which owned the
troubled Zinner and Midland Nuclear plants and
were responsible for similar quality assurance
breakdowns."

This is an unfair comparison.

"At Waterford, LF&L has proposed that it be
allowed to verify the qualification of QC
inspectors not as is required by Appendix B,
by formal QA documentation, but in those cases -
when such documentation is not available, by
contractor, certification of their
qualification or by background checks. This
appears to be especially inappropriate at
Waterford where the NRC and internal review
groups have already found that up to 50
percent of the QC inspectors cannot be
demonstrated to be qualified. LP&L, at the
August 17, 1984, meeting with the NRC Staff in
Bethesda, itself admitted that even using more
lenient methods of qualifying inspectors, it
could only qualify about 51 percent of
inspectors whose credentials had up to that
point been examined."

This not a true statement, as the reviews for
issues 1, 10 & 20 were performed per ANSI N
45.2.6-1973.
See - SSER #9.
Issue 1,10 & 20.

This was meant to address any subject
criteria, as the staff reviewed and approved
the LP&L program. SSER #9.

D(3) "Only conduct a three percent..."

Not true, a random sampling plan was
approved. See SSER #9.

|
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Allegation No.

Exh. 8 See SSER #9 Issue 6. Also SSER #7 A-242.
Pg. 5, Ln. 9-13

Exh. 27, Pg. 1, Ln. 20-22 LP&L performed 100% RT for all Class I, II
Pg. 2, Ln 1-9 and III penetrations. Reviewed by the

Staff on 12/6/84 and found acceptable.

Final RT found welds acceptable.

Exh. 27, Pg. 2, Ln. 10-18 A-215

Exh. 27, Pg. 4 Ln. 1-20 A-35 & LP&L response regarding peening .

Pg. 5, Ln. 7-11 and alternating heat input is in accordance
with ASME Code and is acceptable to the
Staff.

"the weld had to be cut out due to scag
and porosity. As background, the pipe
line had been pulling the wrong direction
out of the reactor, so management tried
to change the direction by using different
size weld rods on opposite sides of the
pipes. That didn't work, so management
turned to " peening" the metal. That means
pounding the metal with an air-hamer like
instrument suspended from the ceiling until
the piping lined-up in the right direction.
This pounding lasted for r.early 20 hours.
Evenutally they were in the right direction,
but I question whether the metal was damaged
when it was stretched by peening."

Allowable per ASME Section III NB-4422
and contractor welding and fabrication
procedures.

Exh. 27, Pg. 5, Ln. 12-26 Too vague.
Pg. 6, Ln. 1-8 A-33

A-232

_ .. .


